
Eleos Verify
Compliance 
management 
automation with real-
time documentation 
risk monitoring and 
alerts

For Compliance

Eleos Scribe
Automatically 
translate 
conversations into 
documentation and 
analytics 

No Consent Required 

Eleos Scribe Lite
Accelerate 
documentation with 
intelligent 
suggestions based on 
documentation 
history

No Consent Required 

Eleos Replay
Enhance supervision 
with the capabilities 
of Scribe plus full 
session recordings 
and transcripts 

Consent Required

Eleos Outreach
Simplify 
documentation on-
the-go for field-based 
case management 
and community 
outreach providers

No Consent Required

For Care Providers

The Eleos Health Care Ops Automation Platform

Eleos Health & Welligent EHR
Partnering to bring the power of Augmented 
Intelligence to tech-forward behavioral health 
organizations

Why Eleos Health?
Delivering great care to your community starts 
with taking great care of your workforce. Eleos 
Health exists to help reduce the administrative 
burden on your team while serving up insights 
that improve care delivery at all levels. 
Whether meeting clients in the office, virtually 
or in the field, Eleos helps behavioral health 
organizations achieve a new standard of care.

What is Augmented Intelligence?
 A form of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that-

assists providers; it doesn’t replace them. 
 CareOps Automation is a category of 

augmented intelligence, aimed at helping 
organizations focus more on care, less on 
ops. 

Attract and 
Retain Staff

50%+
less administrative 
work reduces burnout, 
improves satisfaction 
and boosts competitive 
edge for talent

Reduce Admin

Burden

70%+
of progress note 
content is 
automatically 
generated, saving 
providers hours of 
admin work per week 

Improve Care

Quality

3-4x
Clients are 2x more 
engaged in care and 
achieve 3-4x better 
symptom reduction 
versus treatment as 
usual*

Protect Revenue 
from Clawbacks

90%+
of notes are completed 
within 24 hours, with 
more consistent 
adherence to 
compliance 
requrements

ROI


5X
average financial 
Return on Investment 
(ROI)

Overcome top challenges and achieve powerful results 



Learn more at eleos.health Email info@eleos.health

“I LOVE ELEOS! It’s such a lifesaver because I can 
get my notes done in minutes. It saves me so 
much time!”

Counselor at Gaudenzia, Inc.

“One of our therapists got all of her notes done in 
one day, and I don’t think that’s ever happened 
since she’s been here.”

Supervisor at All Points North Lodge

“My clients notice a difference in my presence. 
Now someone can actually look at my notes and 
say I understand what's going on...not only for 
insurance but for clinical care."

Provider at The Brookline Center for 
Community Mental Health

“The notes are great. I believe this was created 
just for me lol. No but seriously, it is a stress 
reliever."

Community Provider at Trilogy

Delight Your Workforce

About the Eleos-
Welligent Partnership

 Industry-Leading Capabilities You Can Trust 

EHR

AGNOSTIC

The only platform of its 
kind to embed seamlessly 
within existing EHR and 
telehealth workflows

TOP QUALITY

DATA

The world’s largest dataset 
on real-world therapy, 
expertly maintained with 
patent-pending NLU Models

DEEP CLINICAL 
EXPERTISE

100+ years of collective 
clinical experience 
delivering  evidence- based 
care in the field

SECURE AND 
COMPLIANT

HIPAA, ISO27001, ISO 
27799, SOC2 and HITRUST 

Certifications

With this new partnership between Welligent EHR and 
Eleos Health, organizations can seamlessly layer 
Eleos’ AI and CareOps Automation onto the clinical 
documentation features they’re already using in 
Welligent EHR. The result is a better experience for 
your providers, who can spend more time focusing on 
their clients and less time writing up their clinical 
notes afterwards. And, since Welligent EHR unifies 
clinical workflows with billing cycles and reporting, 
clinical information can flow directly into the revenue 
cycle for prompt and accurate claims management.

Welligent EHR is a best-in-class electronic 
health record solution for behavioral health 
organizations, including mental health, SUD 
treatment, I/DD & autism, child & family, and 
related organizations. Designed with the 
configurability to meet the needs of different 
programs and departments throughout your 
organization, Welligent EHR provides the all-in-
one system you need for clinical workflows, 
reporting, and revenue cycle management


